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To Teachers  

 
It’s a privilege to offer such a captivating program of world-class arts events designed to 

thrill, excite and inspire the hearts and minds of your students. The impact of these 

experiences is enhanced by quality support resources such as this one.  This resource has 

been designed to complement your class’s visit to see Inua Ellam’s The 14th Tale for the 

2012 Perth Festival. 

 

Most of the pack is aimed at students of Drama and English but some of the sections and 

suggestions for classroom activities may be of use to those of you teaching middle school. 

 

While there are some images, the pack has been deliberately kept simple from a graphic 

point of view so that most pages can easily be photocopied for use in the classroom. 

 
 
 
 

Links to the Curriculum Framework 

 

Arts Outcomes 

Arts Ideas 

Students generate art works that communicate ideas 

Arts Skills and processes 

Students use the skills, techniques, processes, conventions and technologies of the arts 

Arts in Society 

Students understand the role of the arts in society 

Arts Responses 

Students use their aesthetic understanding to respond to, reflect on and evaluate the arts 
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Perth International Arts Festival 

 

Jonathan Holloway, Artistic Director 2012–15 

10 FEBRUARY–3 MARCH 2012 

Founded in 1953 by The University of Western Australia, the Perth International Arts Festival 

is the longest running international arts festival in Australia and Western Australia’s premier 

cultural event. The Festival has developed a worldwide reputation for excellence in its 

international program, the presentation of new works and the highest quality artistic 

experiences for its audience. For 60 Festivals we have welcomed to Perth some of the 

world’s greatest living artists and now connect with over 300,000 people each year. 

Using only the freshest ingredients, the 2012 Perth Festival serves up a feast of culture for 

arts lovers of all ages and persuasions, spilling across the unique venues and spaces of one 

of the most beautiful cities in Australia. 

On any given day from 10 February–3 March audiences can see expect to see up to 17 

events, with more than 1000 Western Australian performers joining hundreds more from 

around the world in more than 1100 performances. Of his inaugural Perth program, Holloway 

said: “For many years I’ve admired the big Australian festivals which have inspired the world, 

and the chance to direct one is fantastic. Many of the artists I’ve admired for years have said 

‘yes’ to the invitation to perform in Perth. This has made me aware of the sheer joy of 

directing a festival in one of the most beautiful places on Earth.” 

The 2012 Festival kicks off with Lotterywest Festival Opening: Dawn:Dusk, the most stirring 

and quintessentially West Australian opening ever. As light glimmers off the ocean at 

Cottesloe Beach, Indigenous Elders and performers greet audiences and artists from around 

the world with a Welcome to Country. Hundreds of local vocalists and musicians awaken the 

dawn with a joyous celebration of the people, natural wonder and artistic life of WA. 

The Festival brings magic, illusion and whimsy to the streets of Perth with the Australian 

premiere of Lotterywest Festival Celebration: Place des Anges from Les Studios de Cirque 

(France), a once-in-a-lifetime event that sees angels glide, float and careen through the air, 

leaving a burst of feathers in their wake before landing on St Georges Terrace in a 

breathtaking display that must be seen to be believed. 

The 2012 theatre program traverses the spectrum from the intimate to the spectacular with a 

diverse selection of performances from Australia and across the globe, pushing the 

boundaries of theatre in all directions. From France, James Thiérrée’s La Compagnie du 

Hanneton combines humour, incredible physical feats and spectacular visuals in Raoul, a 

production of startling illusion that is operatic in scale; while in an Australian exclusive, 

legendary director Peter Brook turns his hand to Mozart’s comedic and adventurous A Magic 

Flute, in a grand culmination of his four decades at the helm of the famed Théâtre des 

Bouffes du Nord (France). UK Company Propeller does Shakespeare with swagger and 

surprise, guts and gusto, in two exemplary productions, Henry V and The Winter’s Tale; and 

The National Theatre of Scotland returns to Perth with a knock-out production from the 

explosive world of boxing, Beautiful Burnout. At the intimate end of the spectrum, the 
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Festival presents the Australian exclusive premiere of Oráculos, from legendary Barcelona 

company Teatro de los Sentidos, where one audience member at a time is led through a 

labyrinth of sound, smell, taste, touch and feel, a journey of perception from childhood to the 

present and onwards into the future, providing startling glimpses of possibility. 

For children and families, Barking Gecko (Australia) bring to life Perth’s very own Academy 

Award winning Shaun Tan’s acclaimed book The Red Tree, drawing kids and adults alike 

into a vibrant world of bold imagery and live music. Atishoo (UK) uses amazing puppetry, live 

performance, music and loads of paper, in the elusive search for the cure to the common 

cold. 

The dance program presents an Australian exclusive, as choreographer Lucinda Childs 

(USA) revisits her rarely seen signature piece from 1979, when three creative titans, Childs, 

composer Philip Glass, and visual artist Sol LeWitt, mixed movement, music and film in a 

way that would change the world of dance forever. Brazil’s Grupo Corpo bring two strikingly 

visual and spirited performances Onqotô and Parabelo, combining the grace and technique 

of ballet with the raw vitality of swaying limbs, sexy swagger and pulsating rhythms. 

Perth will rock throughout the Festival to an eclectic selection of sounds from some of the 

most idiosyncratic performers from around the globe. Bon Iver enjoyed Perth so much on his 

last visit he penned a song called ‘Perth’ which features on his latest, self-titled album. His 

tender, beautiful and moving music at one of the country’s newest and most spectacular 

outdoor concert venues will provide a perfect end to this year’s festival. Staff Benda Bilili’s 

life-affirming music from the streets of Kinshasa combines Congolese rumba blended with 

70s funk, Cuban son and mambo; Brooklyn musical maverick Jeremiah Lockwood’s eclectic 

supergroup Sway Machinery (USA) create a sound you aren’t going to hear anywhere else; 

and turntablist extraordinaire Cut Chemist brings his envelope-pushing live show to the 

Festival Gardens for a cut ‘n’ scratch audio-visual blowout. 

The 2012 Visual Arts program welcomes two celebrated Korean artists: Choi Jeong Hwa will 

bring his exuberant and poignant vision to Perth with two temporary sculptures, one on the 

Perth foreshore and one in the grounds of UWA, along with an immersive exhibition in 

Gallery Central all commissioned especially for the Festival; while in his first solo exhibition 

in Australia U-Ram Choe presents his extraordinary kinetic sculptures, charting a path 

between art, science and cybernetics, inviting the audience to imagine the evolution of life 

forms into the future through his commanding art. 

The Perth Writers Festival is the hub of Festival discussion and discourse. Save the third 

weekend in February (23–26 Feb) to join readers and writers in this much loved celebration 

of the written word. The Writers precinct at the University of WA includes extended café 

facilities, areas for picnicking, a Festival bookshop and exhibition spaces. Just a handful of 

this year’s stars include: Chetan Bhagat (the biggest selling English language novelist in 

India’s history and one of Time Magazine’s ‘100 Most Influential People in the World’), Kate 

Grenville, Dave Graney, Tom Keneally, Barbara Trapido, Janette Turner Hospital, Frank 

Moorhouse, Alice Pung, and Kim Scott. Check the Perth Festival website for more authors 

and the full program of Perth Writers Festival events. 

To get you in the festival mood, the Lotterywest Festival Films kick off from 28 November, 

with a handpicked selection of the best of World and Australian cinema. Highlights include 
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the Australian premiere of Beloved, a very French musical following Madeleine and Vera, 

played by real-life mother and daughter Catherine Deneuve and Chiara Mastroianni, which 

closed the 2011 Cannes Film Festival. In Retrospect: 60 Years of Festival Films will look 

back over the 6 decades of the Festival and screen a stand-out Festival film from each 

decade every night for a week, starting with a 1950’s gem. 

 4 World premieres: Elektra, Driving Into Walls, White Divers of Broome, How Like an 

Angel 

 23 Australian premieres: Raoul, A Magic Flute, Oráculos, Lotterywest Festival 

Celebration: Place des Anges, Home Sweet Home, Henry V and The Winter’s Tale, 

Atishoo!, Dance, Onqotô and Parabelo, Ennio Morricone, Faustian Pact, Little Roy, 

Sway Machinery, Staff Benda Bilili, The 14th Tale, Beloved, The Source, Late 

Bloomers, Romantics Anonymous, Headhunters 

  1 commission: Choi Jeong Hwa 

 1 co-commission: Elektra 

 1 First Exhibition in Australia: U-Ram Choe 

 Fine Music events : 10 

 Dance events : 3 – From USA, Brazil & Australia 

 Theatre events : 10 – From Spain, UK, Germany, Scotland, France & Australia 

 Writers : Over 100 authors presenting at Perth Writers Festival events. 

 Visual Arts Exhibitions : 7 

 23 bands, over 22 nights at Festival Gardens 

 27 Lotterywest Festival Films screening at two open-air cinemas over 20 weeks 
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Theatre Etiquette  

We respectfully ask that you discuss theatre etiquette with your students prior to coming to 

the performance. By following standard theatre etiquette you will ensure you and your guests 

have an enjoyable experience at the theatre. 

Coming and Going  

Make sure you arrive with enough time, 20 minutes prior to the show beginning is always a 

good idea. Be aware that for many shows if you arrive late you will not be admitted until a 

scene change or not admitted at all. 

Lock Out 

Please do not leave your seat and plan to re-enter the auditorium during the performance, 

you may not be allowed back in! 

Mobile Phones and Electronic Devices 

Please ensure these are turned off. If they do ring or beep in a performance it can be very 

embarrassing for you and distracting to cast and audience members. Please be aware that it 

is inappropriate to text message during any live performance. 

Noises 

Lolly wrappers and packets make a lot of noise. If you absolutely have to have lollies when 

attending a show, ensure that they are out of the packet and unwrapped. 

Talking 

Please show consideration for everyone else in the auditorium and do not talk during the 

performance. Save something to chat about during the intermission and after the show. 

Photographs and Videos 

Taking photographs and video during a performance is not permitted. Please be advised that 

it is also not permissible to take photographs of the set without the permission of the 

producer. 

Running Late for a Matinee Performance? 

Late comers may only be admitted at the discretion of venue management. 
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Cast and Creatives 

Written and performed  Inua Ellams 

Directed    Thierry Lawson  

Lighting Design   Michael Nabarro 

Touring Production Manager   Rob Pell-Walpole 

 

Inua describes the origins of The 14th Tale 

 

The title came as a way of referencing my first book of poems, Thirteen Fairy Negro Tales, 

whilst implying new work. The first version of the script was based on a character created to 

narrate the book. If this was a MARVEL film, that character would be the HULK and I the 

man who transforms: Bruce Banner. But I found no way to sustain an hour long narrative 

with his voice so put him to the side and tried to write about Bruce Banner ... about myself. 

I sat for long whiles staring at Virginia (my laptop), Virginia staring back as I thought about 

stories, what could tie things together, beginning? end? By the fifth script, I considered 

throwing the towel in but Roger Robinson (writing mentor) swore at me 'you ain't throwing 

shit, get back to it...' so I faced Virginia thinking 'how did I get myself in this', and a seed was 

sown ... 

I thought about the phrase 'how did I get myself in this?’ How many times I had said this, 

about the troubles I caused as boy. I became obsessed, spent stupid hours laughing as 

memories came flooding back before taking the concept seriously. I asked questions, 

realised my father had been as troublesome, as was his father, saw a pattern, a first line, 

scribbled it and the story begins: 

I'm from a long line of trouble makers, of ash skinned Africans, born with clenched fists and 

a natural thirst for battle, only quenched by breast milk. They’d suckle as if the white silk 

sliding between gums were liquid peace treaties written from mums. Their small thumbs 

would dimple the soft mounds of brown flesh, goose-pimple chests till the ceasefire of sleep 

would creep into eyes, they’d keep till the moon sets ... 
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Inua Ellams 

 

Inua Ellams is a Word and Graphic Artist. Born in Nigeria in 1984, he quickly fell in love with 

visual art and worked solely in this field until he started writing in 2002. Constantly striving to 

merge the two disciplines, his work in both fields is known for iconic imagery, beauty and 

detail.   

As a workshop facilitator, he has taught in universities, secondary schools, primary schools, 

theatres and libraries, delivering prose, poetry, occasionally combined with visual art as a 

stimulus in cross art-form workshops. He has performed in a wide variety of venues, from the 

Queen Elizabeth Hall to The Tate Modern; to theatres: The Albany, The Drum, The Stratford 

Theatre Royal; to festivals: Glastonbury to Latitude, Shambala; to the BBC’s politics show 

and distinguished street corners in between. He has a new collection of poems called Candy 

Coated Unicorns and Converse All Stars ... 

The 14th Tale won a Fringe First Award at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe 2009 before touring 

nationally and transferring to the National Theatre in spring 2010. His second play, Untitled, 

was co-commissioned by Soho Theatre and toured nationally in autumn 2010. 
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Thierry Lawson – Director 

 

Thierry Lawson has been a youth theatre director for the past fifteen years. Thierry likes to 

brand himself a storyteller whether as a filmmaker: winner of best short film award for Block 

Up, or in theatre where he directed the multiple award-winning new writer's project for PUSH 

01 at the National Theatre Studio, or creating and running the touring education program for 

the Colour of Justice (Stephen Lawrence inquiry). Thierry directed The 14th Tale, at the 

National Theatre and on UK tour; Inua’s most recent play Untitled (UK tour 2010); and Black 

T-Shirt Collection, touring the UK and running at London’s National Theatre over the course 

of March and April 2012. 

 

Michael Nabarro – Lighting Designer 

 

Michael Nabarro is a graduate of the RADA Lighting Design course and Cambridge 

University. From 2004–7 he was manager of the ADC Theatre in Cambridge. Recent lighting 

designs include The 14th Tale (National Theatre/UK tour), Simpatico (Old Red Lion), 

Catalysta (Oval House Theatre), Ghosts in the Gallery (Polka Theatre), The Ballad of Crazy 

Paola, The Lady from the Sea, An Enemy of the People and The Blind (Arcola Theatre); 

Lough/Rain, Limbo and 1984 (York Theatre Royal); Thyestes (Battersea Arts Centre); Rivers 

Run Deep and Fight Fight Fight! (Hampstead Theatre Studio); The Ash Girl (Unicorn 

Theatre); White People and Cocoa (Theatre 503); Singin' in the Rain, West Side Story and 

Orpheus in the Underworld (Cambridge Arts Theatre); Of Two Days (Pleasance, London); 

The Revenger’s Tragedy and CASA Latin American Theatre Festival (St Andrew’s Crypt). 

 

Fuel  

 

Fuel produces fresh work for adventurous people by inspiring artists. Founded in 2004 and 

led by Louise Blackwell and Kate McGrath, Fuel is a producing organisation working in 

partnership with some of the most exciting theatre artists in the UK to develop, create and 

present new work for all.   

Fuel is currently producing projects with Will Adamsdale, Belarus Free Theatre, Clod 

Ensemble, Inua Ellams, Fevered Sleep, David Rosenberg, Sound&Fury, Uninvited Guests 

and Melanie Wilson.  

The Fuel team is currently Louise Blackwell, Natalie Dibsdale, Ed Errington, Christina 

Elliot, Stuart Heyes, Alice Massey, Kate McGrath, Ian Moore and Rosalind Wynn. 

 

fueltheatre.com 
 

http://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=25761858&msgid=177878&act=F30P&c=746031&destination=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.fueltheatre.com
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An Interview with a very Promising Talent 

 

By Shaun Ajamu Hutchinson 

Monday, 08 February 2010. 

Describing twenty-something Inua Ellams as a writer probably limits the range of his 

expressive powers.  Currently working on his third book – intriguingly entitled - Candy 

Coated Unicorns and Converse All Stars, the performer uses visual art, spoken word, free 

verse and theatre techniques as part of his much travelled show The 14th Tale.  

Already well-received in arenas as diverse as the Latitude and Glastonbury Festivals, and to 

the intimate Battersea Arts Centre, the autobiographical 50-minute piece now gets a 10-

show airing at the decidedly upmarket Cottesloe Theatre at The National in London.  

It looks set to be a busy year for the articulate and intense young Nigerian who counts Mos 

Def, Talib Kweli, Shakespeare, Keats, Saul Williams, graphic design, and hip-hop amongst 

his many passions.  Following the success of his acclaimed first work Thirteen Negro Fairy 

Tales – published in 2005 – the softly spoken self-confessed geek is also working on a play 

anticipated for an autumn airing at The Soho Theatre.  

Ellams shared some of his views with me on audience participation, writing and printing with 

Brother toner, travelling, numerology, his influences and other subjects. 

What’s the reaction been like at different venues and festivals? I read somewhere that 

you enjoy an interactive atmosphere and environment to perform in. Has it been as 

you expected? 

Yeah.  I mean those comments that I made were referring to when I was just travelling. 

When people have come to see the play they just come and listen. There has been one time 

whilst doing The 14th Tale when a gentleman came and proceeded to fall asleep from the 

onset and fall asleep very, very loudly! Other than that everything has been perfect. People 

who have come have really liked it. I guess I achieved what I wanted. I wanted to write a 

longer play that people would want to come to and expect to sit down and listen to 

something quietly.  

You’ve taken it to large festivals such as Latitude and Glastonbury, to more intimate 

spots like The Drum in Birmingham and London’s Arcola Theatre. Do you prefer the 

small intimate spaces or the bigger venues? 

Really, honestly - I prefer smaller venues; an intimate setting. The instant response when 

people can physically [be] moved by the influence of a good poem.  I can actually see their 

faces, their mouths drop, or their eyes light up, or where they nudge their boyfriends and 

say: ‘I know exactly what he means’. That’s what I love. In a huge crowd that becomes lost.  

I definitely prefer intimate audiences to huge ones -for that reason I am probably never ever 

going to be successful! 

 

http://householdproducts.nlm.nih.gov/cgi-bin/household/brands?tbl=brands&id=2030001
http://depts.washington.edu/engl/help/brother.php
http://www.printerinks.com/1/2p-n-011/inkjet-and-toner-cartridges/brother
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How did you end up in Dublin, and what were your impressions of that city? 

That’s a long story. The small version is that my father got offered a job; when I went there I 

was 15. That was after spending three years here in London. I arrived here [London] from 

Nigeria when I was 11. When I went to Dublin I was the only Black boy in the whole school 

and I was faced with this dilemma: the weight, of drowning under the expectations of being 

an ambassador for the whole of Africa - or just being myself.  I was confident enough to do 

the latter, and the instant I made that decision I began to swagger around a lot more. I put a 

chip on my shoulder and the chip on my shoulder became a bridge, a shield, a wall that I put 

between myself and the rest of the world. It was as much for my mental well-being as it was 

to equip me with the self-belief to do whatever I wanted to do.  When I returned to London I 

realised that a lot of Black males in London they walk around with a swagger.  I think it 

comes from having to prove yourself again and again.  

There’s a stereotype of Nigerian parents wanting their children to pursue academic 

endeavours – what are their perceptions of you as a writer? 

 

From my family I think it was borne of love and also borne of worry. They weren’t really sure 

about this and they didn’t understand what I was doing. It wasn’t until they came to my book 

launch and saw this room rammed with poets and I read some poems and got an incredible 

response.  It was only after that happened that then my parents began to understand.  After 

that happened and I began to make some sort of money from it that they understood and [it] 

made sense in the context of this western society.   

How did you start in writing?  

Yeah there were certain other factors that determined that.  There are times when I feel as if 

I am supposed to be doing what I’m doing. There were times I spent just on my own, where I 

had no one to talk to and had lots of ideas, and had time to read…and reading history, 

philosophy... bits of me would take bits of characters from two completely different novels 

and have them talking in my head. Borne from that was the idea of language and the 

interplay between people and other voices...all of that set me up for doing what I’m 

doing…so though I haven’t been to university or studied literature or studied poetry I know a 

little bit about life…so ultimately that is what I write about. 

Who are your writing influences; what do you prefer - poetry or prose, will you move 

onto novels or other fiction? 

Shakespeare.  We can’t get a way from him and his prevalence. He was one of my greatest 

influences. Living in Dublin he was one of my greatest and most literature important 

friendships.  Also John Keats, the new romantics, Saul Williams, Ben Okri, Mos Def, Talib 

Kweli.  I have described myself as the love child of John Keats and Mos Def. 

Do you prefer writing or performance and how did the performance poetry evolve? 

I prefer the writing. I would happily I sit down in front of my laptop, or a piece of paper for 

hours.  Writing is why I live. [There is] nothing more perfect, more right, more glorifying than 

when you actually say what you want to say, the way you want to say it. As to poetry and 

performance - I just remember writing poems and showing them to a friend of mine ...and 
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this guy gave me a CD of Saul Williams’ first album… I listened to this and said: ‘wow; he put 

out an album and people actually go out and buy this’.  

I had an interest in hip-hop and philosophy, [and] poetry. Then from Google searching poetry 

in London and finding out there are things going on; after two months of going down to this 

poetry event sponsored by Nii Parkes I plucked up the courage to do one poem. This lady 

whispered to me: ‘I really, really like that’ - that was the first rush of sharing and giving 

something of myself. Instantly I was hooked. Nii took me under his wing and gave me my 

first slot.  Things took off from that; I published my first book [and] it became a best seller. 

Things began to slot into place. 

Why the title…Thirteen Fairy Negro Tales; and what’s with the numerology with The 

14th Tale? 

I wanted to stand on a couple of people’s toes - to be controversial. And also again it came 

from a mental standpoint and from my experiences travelling around in London; and in the 

world and viewing myself as a citizen of the world [no matter how pretentious that sounds]. 

At the same time I like fairy tales and I wanted to write contemporary fairy tales from the 

point of view of an immigrant; and that is where the concept and the voice came from. 

I chose the number thirteen because it’s a taboo…on The 14th Tale [I was] building on the 

foundations and showing a progression in the language and mindset.  

What’s the rest of the year hold for you; any more books to be published? 

The text of the play [The 14th Tale] is being published by The National. As well as that I’m 

working on my next work to be called Candy Coated Unicorns and Converse All Stars. At the 

same time I am working on my next play for The Soho Theatre for the autumn. 

  

  

Shaun Hutchinson is The New Black Magazine's arts editor and a London-based freelance journalist. 
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13 Fairy Negro Tales 

My First Poetry Pamphlet. 

I started writing poetry in my late teens, 18ish when I first sat down consciously to sculpt a 

poem. Around the time, I was infatuated with a lady friend who I took to a poetry reading and 

there, we listened and watched a group of young poets from Chicago read devastatingly 

gorgeous and intricate poems. My lady friend took a shine to one of the poets because of his 

work. In so doing, she crushed my heart, flattened it utterly. On the bus home after the show, 

out of jealousy and anger, I started free writing and the first thing that came was... 

… 

I spun 13 fairy negro tales that night, 

weighed them on illogic scales 

that tipped the balance 

and formed an alliance 

with my version of the truth, 

I uprooted reality and substituted it 

for another that had more humanity 

… 

I went on to write a long detailed, sprawling poem, memorised it and returned to the poetry 

event the following week to read it. Two things happened. 1) The audience absolutely loved 

it. 2) My best friend dared me to actually write 13 Fairy Negro Tales. I tried to break down 

the voice of the poem. It was rich and rolling, in the voice of an African-shamanic-griot-hip-

hop social philosopher high on beauty type character. I began to work through the ideas, 

writing a few more poems, sharing them as soon as they were completed, when Nii Ayikwei 

Parkes who had started Flipped Eye, a publishing company asked me if I had ever 

considered releasing a poetry book. I told him about the 13 tales and the book came out in 

2005 under Mouthmark, an imprint of Flipped Eye’s. I published this, my first book, a 

conceptual poetry pamphlet before my 20th birthday. It went on to be a critically acclaimed 

best seller, opened a whole lot of doors for me and knowing a great deal more of the craft of 

writing now, I am envious of the fearlessness with which I wrote and complied the book. 
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Poetry Activity 

Write a poem about yourself, you don't have to show it to anyone. Here's a basic template. 

Feel free to rewrite the lines, and don't answer the blanks by writing the obvious. You should 

come up with something that resembles a poem, and perhaps if you are clever enough with 

the manipulation of it, it could very well be a poem. This exercise isn't designed to create a 

masterpiece, rather, it is designed to show you the kind of poet you are. 

When you are finished with this piece, not only will you see some details about yourself in 

general, but you can look at the way you manipulated the exercise to see a certain style. Ask 

yourself these questions: What kind of metaphors did I use? Did I completely change the 

direction it seemed this exercise was supposed to take me? How did I restructure the lines? 

Did I add rhyme? 

I Am: an exercise in poetic self actualization 

My name is (first name). 

When I was (child age) I [...]. 

When I was (older age) I [...]. 

I've always wanted to [...], 

but when I turned (age), I [...]. 

My thoughts are like a [...], 

they [verb] like [...]. 

My skin is [...] 

I'm wrapped in a [...]. 

I ripped myself from [...], 

when I was (age). 

Even when I turned (age), 

I knew that [...], 

I know for sure that [...]. 

Now I [...]. 

I am [...], 

(Last name). 
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Write a review of the performance  

 
Use the following guideline to help structure your review. Each point represents a paragraph. 

 

Write an Introduction. Include the name of the work you are reviewing, background on 

company, the name of the playwright or theatre company, the name of the theatre or venue 

where the performance was held and the date of the performance. 

 

Summarise the plot or series of events in the performance. You should keep this brief. 

There is no need to retell the whole plot or describe the entire performance. It should be 

more of a ‘snapshot’ of the production. In this section of your review also see if you can 

identify the style of the performance and the use of any techniques like narration, acrobatics, 

mime, mask, slapstick comedy, transformation etc. 

 

Identify any themes and issues. Consider the following questions: 

What was the message of play? Was there a common concern for the characters? Did the 

play pose any problem or dilemma that needed to be solved? 

 

Evaluate the performer. Answer the following questions to evaluate the performer you have 

seen: 

How well did the performer use movement and body language? Did they show energy, 

control, and precision? Were the movements suitable for the role/characters? 

How well did the performer use voice? Could he be heard and understood?  

Did they use emphasis, accent, inflection, volume, pace etc. effectively? 

How capturing or entertaining was the artist? 

 

Evaluate the Elements of Production. This will include a discussion of set, sound, lighting, 

costume and overall direction. Consider the following questions: 

Did the elements of production look unified? 

What sort of mood was established? Did the mood change? Was this done effectively? 

Were the costumes appropriate for the characters? Why? 

How did sound enhance the performance? 

How did lighting enhance the performance? 

 

Sum up the overall success of the performance. In your final paragraph draw a 

conclusion about the overall success of the play. What sort of audience impact did it make? 
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Schools Review Competition 

 

FOR STUDENTS IN YEARS 10–12 

Young critics seeking a wider audience for their personal observations are invited to put 

fingers to keyboard this Feb/March for the Perth International Arts Festival Schools Review 

Competition. 

Attend a Festival show and then let us know what you think and why. Was it surprising? Did 

it change the way you think about something? Did it pull at heart strings you didn’t even 

know were there? Or was it a complete and utter flop? 

After attending any one of the shows in this years Festival, write a review of no more than 

400 words, based on your experience. Give us your opinion, tell us about the show from 

your perspective and include an analysis of the performance – why is it you think or feel the 

way you do about the show? What did the cast, crew and directors do to make you respond 

in the way you did? You can use your understanding of dramatic techniques, conventions, 

technologies and elements as your guide. Above all, treat your reader with respect – 

entertain them, offer them new and novel ideas and write fluently 

ENTER NOW! 

To enter, get your teacher to email your review with your name, year level and school to 

schools@perthfestival.com.au. Your review will be posted on the Student Reviews webpage 

of our website. 

WHAT CAN YOU WIN 

A panel of Perth International Arts Festival judges will select the best review and the winning 

critic will receive $500 voucher for Perth International Arts Festival 2013. 

 

Journal or Class Discussion Questions   

Which scene stood out to you as most powerful and why? What was it that affected you? 

What are the themes that are explored in the work? Discuss examples which demonstrate 

and explore the themes? 

Why might these themes and this story be relevant to a younger audience? 

After the Performance – discuss the style and form. 
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Links and Further resources 

 

Articles on Inua Ellams 

http://www.catchavibe.co.uk/spotlight-on-poet-inua-ellams/  

http://www.thenewblackmagazine.com/view.aspx?index=2236http://www.guardian.co.uk/cult

ure/2010/jan/31/inua-ellams-performance-poet-national 

Inua Ellam’s Official Website 

http://inuaellams.com/blog/ 

http://www.catchavibe.co.uk/spotlight-on-poet-inua-ellams/
http://www.thenewblackmagazine.com/view.aspx?index=2236
http://www.thenewblackmagazine.com/view.aspx?index=2236
http://www.guardian.co.uk/culture/2010/jan/31/inua-ellams-performance-poet-national
http://inuaellams.com/blog/
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